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ABSTRACT

Bose-Einstein condensation and solitonic propagation have recently

teen uhovn to be intimately related in "biosysteras. From our previous

demonstration of the existence of solitons in a dilute Bose gas we set Out

the basis for a full microscopic theory of He II. This is used to understand

recent experiments in He II, which are in apparant contradiction. New

experiments are suggested by the microscopic theory.
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The original remark of Fritz London in 1938 ' linking the

phenomenon of superfluidity in He II with Boee-Einetein con-

densation ( BEC ) has inspired a great deal of theory and

experiment. On the other hand, the excitation spectrum was put

on a solid microscopic basis by the remarkable variational
2

calculation of Peynman and Cohen ( PC ), which connected

the excitation Bpectrum with the dynamic structure factor

obtained from inelastic neutron acatteringt and at the same

time pointed out the relevance of backflow. In spite of the

importance of the FC variational calculation, which was later

improved upon by the Monte Carlo calculation of the excitation

spectrum of He II, a few questions remain unanswered. Chief

among these are:

(a) What ie the microscopic nature of He II? In particular,

what is the nature of the roton?

(b) Are there any new excitations contributing to the disper-

sion relation?

(c) How good is the PC wave function?

(d) What is the connection between BEC and superfluidity?

The difficulty in obtaining completely satisfactory ans-

wers to the above questions lieB partly in two experimental

features of this fascinating quantum liquid - namely, (1) its

elementary quanta carry no electric charge, unlike supercon-

ductors; and (2) it is not subject to magnetic effects, un-

like both superconductors and liquid He. However, we believe

some significant progress may be achieved by learning from

the deep insights gained from the apparently unrelated phe-

nomenon of the macroscopic occupation of a single quantum

mode in biosystems. The BEC of phonons, underlying Prohlich's
4

seminal contribution, has now been shown to occur in a wide
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vii'iaty of i. LuplLysical phenomena, aiiionget which the most pro-

iiununL :ire ii'ue rouleaux formation of erythrocytes, as well as

;.,..!(• vniGty or frequency-dependent responses to microwave

[• ••Vi.:: • J ca. L'tiC in biooystems has also been Bhown to be rele-

••.;:;;, lo Ine origin of Darwinian evolution.

To t-:ij low-temperature physicist, it may first come as a

rvirprir.e to learn of the intimate connection between these BEC

Hi-.Tiuwem. m living organisms and the presence of solitons -

•:. in, Lor inot-'jnee, energy propagation in (X-helical proteins.

,t; i-uch :>. rc:lationship has recently been shown to apply. This

]•' i:̂.:;- tne question aa to whether, in other syBtems where BEC

IIM.V occur, such macroscopic occupation of a single quantum

rxde i:i •i.ccompn..nied by solitons.

i'jjis progress in theoretical biology has led us to consider
o

:olii;oa orop.ipvbion in a dilute Bose gas, a possible reali-
4 9

••tioa o-r which is liquid He adsorbed in porous Vyoor glass.

In thin Letter we discuss the significance of our result that

"olitcn solutions to tiie time-dependent self-consistent field
8

c;itnti.on exijt and are given by the following expression:

,(1)

v.nrvc v denotes the velocity of propagation of the soliton, and

Z-$ mfy (A - m if*) >
(*4 -~ sO M^\-*X — fit. 4f / •

ore r denotes a coupling constant representing the effects

tno ic-:;e interaction potentira.1 is the He atomic

;::; unj y ^ denotes the chemical potential. Further, X is

unctioji of u!,, l?,</\ an(3 v- The velocity of propagation

-"ourir! to have a lower bound given by

if ̂ IJil/m4=lZZ>y/s ,(2)
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where in the numerical evaluation of the critical velocity

we have used the value^ = -7.14 K. It is gratifying to note

that v is lees than the velocity of longitudinal Bound waves
c

( i.e. the velocity of first Bound, v. ) for temperatures

below the ^-point, and for pressures up to 40 atm. This is

consistent with soliton propagation in molecular chainB where

the inequality v S v. has also been shown.

We must next answer the question: What is the relationship,

if any, between this excitation and the phononB and rotons of

the standard model for the dispersion relation? This is in-

timately related to questions (a) to (c) above.

Let us first consider the evidence retrieved from experi-

ments on neutron scattering by rotons in liquid helium.

will be recalled that at some minimum wavenumber Q , th
o

neutron data can be fitted with the parabola

It

E(Q) =
Here minimum energy, Q is the wavemunber at the

minimum, U* is the effective mass and p ia the roton linear

momentum = TiQ. Measurements restricted to the wavevector

region near the roton minimum have been performed over the

entire pressure-temperature phase space of He II above 1.3 K.

:'or a pressure of 1 atm and a temperature of I = 1.26 K,

^ 0.736 raeV. Raising the temperature by 0.4 K lowers

^ to 0.711. This should be compared with the result

of the FC variational calculation which yields

the gap

- 0.991
The experimental wavenumber Q docs not differ substantially

from ( po A ) p c , since 1.902 A~
1 ̂  ( pQ / n ) _ ̂  1.911A"'



i'.:..,pe:racure range \,'dO x, ̂ T ^ 1 , 6 3 K at oVP. Yet the

• - I-Za •, , i" couuiderauly hichar than Zi • This situation
• •' exp ,

••..-.. ;MJ ;, iiiprovo ivith careful »..onte Carlo calculations. We

....'•.• i -.i:i to minify the possible preeeaoe of further excita-

•.LJ..U. i.icludiii^ solitont;. Tliis point is underlined by the

. .;:;• l.-..:L cnlouiritions at elevated densities have not shown

v.;. e:.;.oe;eo decrease of £ a with density, raising the question

t 0..0 excellence of the i?0 wave function.

-!L:>: •.•• •i.i.n.'icu.Ltios load UB in the present Letter to recon-

; :-i ..-.I. MCyhyuiuai pueiioiiienoij of phonon condensation, and

:,v LOui -i. l.Li,t±e closer into Ihe analogy with lie II already

•••ioxi:i,Ly: out. .to cuall turn the conventional argument around

\;i; •.:;:':•.urc v::ic buer, instead 01 borrowing ideas from the

•.;ii-u, .Lii.err-itu.re to understand biophysical systems, we can

•i.L.. "urtii^r innight into auperfluid helium-4 by invoking the

• I'V'uLiOepic picture of biooyctems.

in oi'("!or uo establish tlie relevant hamiitonian, recall the

'•.r:':i'.y\i ox'planation of the OC-helix soliton: The energy to

no Lrnjisporiiwl alon,r; the proteins is stored as stretching

nu'mt't or njnidc- I bond: such energy doea not disperse rapid-

iy i:2C'LUse locFilin;stl bond energy generates longitudinal sound,

•••hit;,, in turn nets as a potential well that traps the bond

C"!'f,7. thereby preventing its dispersion. This suggests

Mi.-'-l vo seel: as the source of the He II solitons their zero-

rjoifit energy whicn, like metnbolic energy in proteins ( do-

nii,f-,i iy ATI1 molecules ), i3 an essential feature of its

"U'ui hun.w fluid nature. In other words, if the metabolic energy

:••'•i.pn.ly ii-i cut-off from a biosystem, the BE condensate is

:.u :,Oir.:!.t,icnlly depleted ( i.e., death occurs ): likewise, if

!••'-,c ".cro-point energy is switched off, He II loses its macro-

We are, therefore, induced to consider a microscopic des-

cription in which we have three interacting subsystems:

(i) A BE condensate consisting of a finite fraction of quasi-

particles kept in their lowest quantum mode;

(ii) a heat bath consisting of quasiparticles with linear

momentum p ̂  0 - a "depletion"; and

(iii) an energy source { zero-point motion ).

This system has, in a steady state, the following hamiitonian

corresponding to He II:

where ( at , a. ), ( b. , b. ) and (I. , P, ) are the

creation and annihilation ( boson ) operators for, respec-

tively, the BE; condensate, trie depletion and the "energy

pump" ( zero-point energy )• liotice, however, that the ana-

logy (iii) should not be stretched too far, since living

organisms are open systems, whereas lie II is a closed system.

Yet the zero-point quantum fluctuations and metabolism are

playing roles beyond the interactions in the phenomena of

superfluidity and life, respectively, through the ̂  -coupling

v.iiu \,ue condensate. However, the analogy remains exceeding-

ly useful as we shall see. The existence of the condensate

may be shown by evaluating the rate of change of the number

of quanta in the ith mode;

*. = W<t) [n.,
,(4)

with n. = i. a., by inferring the expectation value

, where the angular brackets refer to ther-



•:vui"Viii;j is: er'ind canonical ensemble describing the

in£ thg_ state vector of the whole. _Bjr3tem_

if, instructive to compare this approach with

,j. • -uj.i i)av;,Huv. r'C conjecture that the state vector

,: ;-j....'.-:pL-:i<ic:iT.. '" Then tney proceed to a varxational cal -

..!.-•, L,.'i •;•.: u\c excitation spectrum. <-<n the biophysics pro -

.; L.;- state voc Lor !]£(£)/ls t-dependent. On the other

:.•', v,r: fxivi that T31:1C may be shown by perturbation theory,

:•"....!•;,:i.:v: -fror.i l;:q. (4) and requiring stationarity m tne con-

• > ̂  ''• ^ = °- 1 ' Th(?ri B 5 C occurs, since the zero-point

,-,,.,,r>-; : .; ) in sufficiently large and also by virtue of the

T -coupliiv;, jutst as in the analogous biophysical system.

; nr ivecond quantized hamiltonian for He II,J-i , has been

Livi.,i:̂ --orinad So normal coordinates by Tuazynski et al. They

,,-vi? Xoxxn<\ that it suggests a model hamiltonian in normal

coordinates, from which the nonlinear wave equation of mean-

"j.r.tr> theory may be inferred. This is precisely the equation

•-,••: LcVi. ,vo have solved recently, " and found to be responsible

•\'V soli, toji behavior in He II £cf. Hq. (1)J.

.ie.i'cre discussing the experimental consequences of the

i.jie&ry, its limiting cases should be stated: the hamiltonian,

:>i. (.;), yields the irleal behavior by settingJ2. i /C a n d

\ - 0, nmce no depletion would exist in that case. Further,

notice that this hamiltonian is fundamentally different from

I,!_r. Gi;r corresponding to the BE gas, although in practice

tiv:.-i; ideal limiting case would result if the nonlinear!ty

ofi off.

(Jlc.a.r nareclictions arise from the above microscopic theory

;..,' -o 11, which are within the scope of recent experiments:

( .) Iu the first place, since G is regarded here as the

!l;^;/iloac" enorfj of the quantum liquid, it follows that

as in the analogous biosystem, increments in E should tend

to enhance BEO. This deserves some clarification: BEC should

occur only beyond an initial threshold E . T cf. Eqa. (3) and

(4), which do not exclude the possibility that E could be

^ Ireally small, E 1 ^ E

developed for E . U
Some analytic formulas have been

A simple expression interpolates bet -

ween the low and high density limits: J

where R = (St. / N ) , N being the particle number, and J5L

the ( normalization ) volume of the system. Both R and the

parameter d, denoting the helium-4 atom diameter, are expres-
0 4

sed in angstroms; d = 2.70 A. Therefore, ae the He density

increases we expect E to increase as well. This completes

the above-mentioned clarification of the enhancement of BEC

with the energy source ( or density ) increments. However,

from the present understanding of the theory we cannot esti-

mate the value of E . Thus, in principle, experiments should

tell us if, beneath a critical value of the lie II density 0

R will be sufficient for the liquid to overcome the onset

of BKC. It is then possible that at .JVP( or with small exter-

nal pressureSjthere will be superfluidity without BEC, but

that with a gentle increment of pressure beyond some value
P , BEC sets in. The reader is reminded that biosystems -
C J

for example, yeast cells - require extra pumping beyond its

natural metabolism by means of microwaves, so as to yield

the extraordinary increments in growth rates, expected from
14 15

the onset of BEC of phonons. Recent experiments in He II
may be interpreted to support our prediction.

(B) In the second place, it is possible that if E is suffi-

ciently large then beyond some critical value E the con-

-3-



re:::•-it.o :>c.~,iiu; to 1;G depleted. This would occur by virtue of

!:.:>!"• corresponding increments in pressure beyond some critical

value :\,, which would entail density increments beyond

;:,::conVii>,,;; to -I.. (5 ) •

Mew experiments are needed to clarify these questions. Pre-

" i;.>i:iar,v report:) do surest that there might be an eventual

'"̂ yiJ.otion of the condensate with pressure increments. This

mection is not settled yet. However, we think there might
15,16

!•:. elements of truth in both experiments considered here.

Jo conclude v:c may cay that in view of these rather unex-

1'i.ctod dcAuctions, it is worth reconaidering the nature of

zr.c condnnaite, as has already been suggested in previous

work. .Vo look forward to a fresh crop of experiments to

"j-tri.?y the uncertainties underlying the present theory.
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